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Abstract. Established treatments for advanced hepatocel‑
lular carcinoma (HCC) with Child‑Pugh cirrhosis B (CPB, 
moderate hepatic dysfunction) are lacking. A recently 
published randomized phase 2 study in CPB HCC investi‑
gating the safety and efficacy of namodenoson (25 mg BID), an 
A3 adenosine‑receptor agonist vs. placebo, suggested a favor‑
able safety profile and a positive efficacy signal in patients with 
HCC with a CPB score of 7 (CPB7). The present study reports 
a 61‑year‑old woman with CPB7 HCC who received namode‑
noson for over 6 years through this study and its open‑label 
extension. Computed tomography scans demonstrated partial 
and complete responses after 7 weeks and 4 years of treatment, 
respectively. Low albumin levels (31 g/l) and elevated baseline 
levels of alanine transaminase and aspartate aminotransferase 
(68 U/l and 44 U/l, respectively) were reported. After 4 weeks 
of treatment, these levels normalized and were stable for over 
6 years. No treatment‑emergent adverse events were noted. At 
the time of reporting, the response is ongoing as manifested by 
imaging studies and liver function evaluation.

Introduction

The global burden associated with liver cancer is substantial. 
In 2020, worldwide, 905,700 new liver cancer cases and 
830,200 liver cancer deaths were estimated (1). In 90 coun‑
tries, liver cancer is among the top 5 causes of cancer death, 
and in 46 countries it is among the top 3 causes of cancer 
death (2). Furthermore, with the growth and aging of the world 

population, the number of liver cancer cases is expected to 
increase with a predicted 1.3 million liver cancer deaths in 
2040 (2). Thus, liver cancer, and specifically hepatocellular 
carcinoma (HCC), which constitutes the majority of liver 
cancer cases (75‑80%), presents a significant global health 
problem (1).

Considerations in HCC treatment include not only the 
disease stage, tumor characteristics, and patient's comor‑
bidities but also liver function and the potential hepatotoxicity 
of the treatment, as the benefits of the treatment should 
be weighed against a potential deterioration in hepatic 
function (3,4). Liver function is often categorized by the 
Child‑Pugh (CP) scoring system, which integrates multiple 
laboratory and clinical criteria. The system classifies patients 
into 3 categories: Child‑Pugh A (CPA; good hepatic function), 
Child‑Pugh B (CPB; moderately impaired hepatic function), 
and Child‑Pugh C (CPC; advanced hepatic dysfunction) (5). 
For CPB HCC patients, the only curative option includes 
downstaging followed by liver transplantation. However, this 
approach is appropriate for only a small proportion of patients 
and is also limited by the scarcity of livers available for trans‑
plantation (6). Thus, CPB HCC patients are often treated with 
the multi‑kinase inhibitor sorafenib, which is approved by the 
US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for all advanced 
HCC patients, irrespective of liver function (7). Notably, all 
the clinical trials that investigated first‑line treatments for 
advanced HCC focused on patients with CPA cirrhosis (8). 
Likewise, second‑line treatments (following treatment with 
sorafenib) are also primarily geared toward CPA patients. 
CPB patients are typically excluded from clinical studies as 
their prognosis is poor and their expected response rate is 
low (9). Thus, presently, established treatments for advanced 
HCC patients with CPB cirrhosis are lacking. 

Namodenoson (CF102, also known as Cl‑IB‑MECA; CAS 
registry number, 163042‑96‑4) is an orally available, small 
molecule, which is a highly selective A3 adenosine receptor 
(A3AR) agonist. The molecular formula of namodenoson 
is C18H18ClIN6O4 (molecular weight, 544.73 Da) (Fig. 1). 
Namodenoson is undergoing clinical development for 
multiple indications, including HCC, as A3AR was found to 
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be overexpressed in HCC cells and peripheral blood mono‑
nuclear cells (PBMC) derived from patients with HCC, but not 
in healthy tissues (10). The mechanism of action of namode‑
noson includes direct and indirect effects. The direct effect 
involves de‑regulation of 2 signaling pathways (NF‑κB, Wnt), 
which results in increased levels of pro‑apoptotic proteins 
and Fas‑ligand, leading to inhibition of tumor growth (10,11). 
The indirect effect involves PBMC and specifically, natural 
killer (NK) cells, as namodenoson was found to activate NK 
cells and induce IL‑2 production, resulting in tumor growth 
inhibition (12).

Following encouraging results in an open‑label phase 1/2 
study that investigated namodenoson in advanced HCC (13), 
a randomized, placebo‑controlled, multicenter phase 2 
clinical trial was initiated to investigate namodenoson as a 
second‑line treatment for advanced HCC patients with CPB 
cirrhosis (clinicaltrials.gov identifier: NCT02128958). The 
findings from this phase 2 trial have been published (14). 
This trial, which included a total of 78 patients (50 in the 
namodenoson arm who received 25 mg, BID, and 28 in the 
placebo arm), demonstrated that namodenoson has a favor‑
able safety profile. No patients withdrew due to adverse 
events, and no deaths were noted (14). The study did not 
meet its primary endpoint, which was overall survival (OS). 
The median OS was 4.1 months in the namodenoson arm 
vs. 4.3 months in the placebo arm (hazard ratio, 0.82; 95% 
confidence interval, 0.49‑1.38; P=0.46). However, analysis 
of the subgroup of patients with the least severe cirrhosis in 
the CPB category (i.e., patients with a CP score of 7), which 
included 34 patients in the namodenoson arm and 22 in 
the placebo arm, revealed a statistically significant better 
12‑month OS in the namodenoson arm vs. placebo (44% vs. 
18%, P=0.028) (14).

The current case report presents a patient who participated 
in this phase 2 study of namodenoson vs. placebo in HCC 
with CPB cirrhosis, was assigned to the namodenoson arm 
and received namodenoson throughout the blinded study, and 
who, upon unblinding, continued treatment with open‑label 
namodenoson for a total treatment of more than 6 years 
through the extension program.

Case presentation

The current case involves a patient with advanced HCC 
and a history of hepatitis B‑related cirrhosis, who met the 
inclusion criteria of the randomized placebo‑controlled 
phase 2 clinical trial investigating namodenoson for the 
treatment of HCC with CPB cirrhosis (14). This phase 2 
study was approved by the relevant local Institution Review 
Boards (IRBs). For the site in which the patient described 
herein participated, the study was approved by the National 
Bioethics Committee for Medicine and Medical Devices in 
Bucharest Romania (approval date, Oct 29, 2014; approval 
code, 116S).

The patient enrolled to the study on Nov 28, 2016, and 
was treated at the S.C. Pelican Impex S.R.L.‑Oncology 
Department in Oradea, Romania. This patient, who was 
61 years old at enrollment, was a Caucasian woman with meta‑
static HCC that was histology‑confirmed (data not shown) 
and had received 5 cycles of sorafenib therapy as first‑line 

treatment for her disease. The patient was categorized as 
having CPB cirrhosis with a CP score of 7: She had ascites 
but no encephalitis, her total bilirubin level was 0.23 mg/dl 
(normal range: 0.3‑1.0 mg/dl), her albumin level was 3.2 g/dl 
(normal range: 3.5‑5.5 g/dl), and her international normalized 
ratio (INR) was 1.0 (normal range: 0.9‑1.2). Also at enroll‑
ment, the patient had Barcelona Clinic Liver Cancer (BCLC) 
stage C, and Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) 
performance status of 1.

Computed tomography (CT) scans demonstrated that at 
baseline, the patient had 2 HCC lesions in the liver. The larger 
lesion was observed in the right lobe (segments VI and VII) 
and its longest diameter was 91 mm. A smaller liver lesion 
was observed in segment VI of the right lobe and its longest 
diameter was 55 mm. In addition, 2 lesions were noted in the 
abdominal wall (a pelvic peritoneal nodule with a longest 
diameter of 20 mm, and a subumbilical peritoneal nodule with 
a longest diameter of 18 mm), and another nodule was noted 
in the interaortocaval lymph node (longest diameter, 16 mm). 
The sum of the longest diameters of all target lesions at 
baseline was 200 mm. In addition, peritoneal carcinomatosis 
was noted.

The patient was randomized to the namodenoson arm of 
the study, and thus received 25 mg namodenoson BID for 
the duration of study. Her treatment started on Dec 7, 2016 
(approximately 6 weeks after discontinuing sorafenib) and 
participation in the blinded study, where she had a follow 
up every 2 weeks, continued until March 29, 2019. Upon 
unblinding of the treatment assignments in the phase 2 study, 
the patient continued treatment with open‑label namodenoson 
at the same dose for a total of more than 6 years under an 
extension program (treatment is ongoing).

After 2 treatment cycles (e.g., approximately 7 weeks) 
the CT scans revealed a smaller tumor mass, consistent with 
a partial response. Within 4 years of treatment, the tumors, 
as well as ascites, and peritoneal carcinomatosis disap‑
peared, consistent with a complete response by RECIST 1.1 
and mRECIST (Fig. 2). This complete response is ongoing.

A secondary objective of the study was an evaluation of 
liver function. At baseline, albumin levels were lower than 
normal and normalized within 1 treatment cycle (4 weeks) 
(Fig. 3). Bilirubin levels were within the normal range 
at baseline and remained within this range throughout 
(Fig. 3).

Figure 1. Namodenoson: Chemical structure.
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Figure 2. CT scans at baseline, after 7 weeks (partial response) and 4 years (complete response) of treatment with namodenoson 25 mg BID (from left to right).

Figure 3. Albumin and bilirubin levels over time (every cycle represents 4 weeks of treatment with namodenoson).

Figure 4. ALT and AST levels over time (every cycle represents 4 weeks of treatment with namodenoson).
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Also, at baseline, elevated alanine transaminase 
(ALT) and aspartate aminotransferase (AST) levels 
were reported (68 U/l and 44 U/l, respectively). Within 
1 treatment cycle (4 weeks), both ALT and AST levels 
normalized and were stable for more than 6 years (Fig. 4). 
Also, the serum α‑fetoprotein level, which was elevated 
at baseline (47 ng/ml) normalized after 5 cycles of treat‑
ment (20 weeks) and was 1.3 ng/ml at time of complete 
response. The patient experienced no treatment‑emergent 
adverse events. At the time of reporting this case (more 
than 6 years from namodenoson treatment initiation), the 
patient is alive, on namodenoson treatment (25 mg BID), 
and her response is ongoing as manifested by imaging 
studies and liver function evaluation.

Discussion

This report of a patient who participated in the phase 2 study 
of namodenoson in advanced HCC with CPB cirrhosis 
demonstrates that namodenoson treatment is safe and well 
tolerated and can result in a long‑term complete response 
and improved liver function in HCC with CPB cirrhosis and 
a CP score of 7. The improvement in liver function is notable, 
as it is consistent with the hepatoprotective properties of 
namodenoson [reviewed in (15)]. In contrast, sorafenib (the 
first‑line therapy received by the patient), similar to some 
of the other tyrosine‑kinase inhibitors, is associated with 
hepatotoxicity (16). 

The current case report provides only a low level of 
evidence (LOE) for the clinical utility of namodenoson, 
with respect to both its efficacy and safety, as it is limited 
by the inherent characteristics of the design (i.e., a 
sample size of one patient, lack of generalizability, lack 
of comparison). It is, though, an example of a long‑term 
response to namodenoson in one patient that represents a 
population for whom no effective treatments are available. 
This example could be used to complement findings from 
prospective randomized trials that, by nature, provide a 
higher LOE. The results of the phase 2 clinical trial which 
included the patient described in the current case report 
have been published (beyond the current case report, the 
data from the open‑label extension program do not merit 
publication) (14).

The encouraging results of this phase 2 study (14), 
particularly in the subgroup of patients with a CP score of 
7 prompted the initiation of a pivotal phase 3 clinical study 
(LIVERATION) investigating namodenoson (25 mg BID) 
in HCC and CPB cirrhosis with a CP score of 7, which is 
currently recruiting patients (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: 
NCT05201404) (17). The patient described in the current case 
report is not enrolled in the phase 3 study and will continue to 
receive namodenoson as part of the phase 2 extension program 
until disease progression or unaccepted toxicity. Data from the 
phase 3 trial which will include a total of 471 patients will 
be reported once the study is concluded and the data become 
available.
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